Different Subcellular Localization of Theiler’s Murine Encephalomyelitis Virus Leader Proteins of GDVII and DA Strains in BHK-21 Cells
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The highly virulent GDVII strain of Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus causes acute and fatal encephalomyelitis, whereas the DA strain causes mild encephalomyelitis followed by a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease with virus persistence. The differences in the amino acid sequences of the leader protein (L) of the DA and GDVII strains are greater than those for any other viral protein. We examined the subcellular distribution of DA L and GDVII L tagged with the FLAG epitope in BHK-21 cells. Wild-type GDVII L was localized predominantly in the cytoplasm, whereas wild-type DA L showed a nucleocytoplasmic distribution. A series of the L mutant experiments demonstrated that the zinc finger domain, acidic domain, and C-terminal region of L were necessary for the nuclear accumulation of DA L. A GDVII L mutant with a deletion of the serine/threonine (S/T)-rich domain showed a nucleocytoplasmic distribution, in contrast to the predominant cytoplasmic distribution of wild-type GDVII L. A chimeric DA/GDVII L, D/G, which encodes the N region of DA L including the zinc finger domain and acidic domain, followed by the GDVII L sequence including the S/T-rich domain, was distributed exclusively throughout the cytoplasm but not in the nucleus, as observed with wild-type GDVII L. Another chimeric L, G/D (which is the converse of the D/G construct), accumulated in the nucleus as well as the cytoplasm, as was observed for wild-type DA L. The findings suggest that the differential distribution of DA L and GDVII L is determined primarily by the S/T-rich domain. The S/T-rich domain may be important for the viral activity through the regulation of the subcellular distribution of L.

Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV) belongs to the genus Cardiovirus of the family Picornaviridae, and its strains are divided into two subgroups on the basis of their different biological activities. The neurovirulent strains, such as GDVII and FA, produce acute and fatal encephalomyelitis in mice. The persistent strains, such as TO, DA, BeAn, etc., induce mild and nonfatal encephalomyelitis, followed by a chronic demyelinating disease with virus persistence in the spinal cords of mice. This late demyelinating disease is thought to be an excellent experimental model for the human demyelinating disease multiple sclerosis (MS) (5, 17, 20).

The TMEV genome is a single-stranded RNA molecule and translated as a long precursor polyprotein to yield 12 viral proteins by autoproteolytic cleavage (23). Two subgroup strains of TMEV have a sequence identity of approximately 95% at the amino acid level. The amino acid sequences of the proteins encoded by the P1, P2, and P3 regions of both strains are highly conserved and show 94, 96, and 98% identity, respectively. The genome has another coding region, designated the leader (L), at the most amino-terminal location of the precursor polyprotein. The L coding region encodes 76 amino acids (aa) and shows a low sequence identity of only 85% to the above-described three regions (16, 19, 22). Therefore, L has the greatest difference in amino acid sequence among any of the viral proteins and may play an important role in subgroup-specific biological activities of TMEV. In this study, we have investigated the subcellular localization of the L proteins of GDVII and DA strains and characterized the functional domains involved in the differential distribution between DA L and GDVII L in BHK-21 cells by a series of deletion mutant and chimeric construct experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid constructs. L is organized into the three domains: (i) the N-terminal atypical zinc finger domain, (ii) the acidic domain, and (iii) the serine/threonine (S/T)-rich domain. The amino acid sequence alignment of both strains is shown in Fig. 1A. Amino acid sequences of the zinc finger and acidic domains of both strains are identical. In contrast, the S/T-rich domain was less conserved. Five out of 13 residues are different. The C-terminal region consisting of 13 aa also contains three different amino acid residues between the strains. Wild-type L (Lwt) and mutated constructs of the DA or GDVII strain are depicted in Fig. 1B. Those cDNAs were generated by PCR amplification using pDAPFL3 containing the full-length DA cDNA (24) or pGDVIIFL2 containing the full-length GDVII cDNA (10). LΔZ, LΔA, LΔS/T, and LΔC lack the zinc finger domain (aa 3 to 14), the acidic domain (aa 30 to 46), the S/T-rich domain (aa 51 to 63), and the C-terminal region (aa 64 to 76), respectively. The chimeric DA/GDVII L constructs are shown in Fig. 1C. To generate those cDNAs, DA and GDVII L cDNAs were digested with the restriction enzyme AatII (Sib Enzyme, Russia), and the fragments were religated in the following combinations. A chimeric DA/GDVII L, designated D/G, encodes the N-terminal region of DA L and the C-terminal region of GDVII L. Therefore, D/G contains the zinc finger and acidic domains of DA L, followed by the S/T-rich domain and C-terminal region of GDVII L. Another chimera, designated G/D, is the converse of the D/G construct (Fig. 1C). All of the constructs were subcloned into the EcoRI/BamHI site of the p3xFLAG-CMV14 expression plasmid (Sigma-Aldrich Biotechnology, St. Louis, MO). The FLAG epitope was tagged at the C terminus, resulting in the expression of those L constructs as FLAG-tagged fusion proteins. Lwt of both strains, D/G and G/D, also were subcloned into the p3xFLAG-CMV10 expression plasmid (Sigma-Aldrich Biotechnology, St. Louis, MO) to express the N-terminal FLAG-tagged fusion proteins. All of the mutant cDNAs were sequenced and confirmed to be identical to the expected sequences.

Immunoblotting. BHK-21 cells were maintained in minimal essential medium containing 0.03% l-glutamine and 5% newborn calf serum. The expression plasmid of each construct was transfected into BHK-21 cells using Lipofectamine LTX (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s recommenda-
The transfected cells were harvested at 20 h after transfection, and total cell lysates were prepared in the lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl buffer [pH 8.0], 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.5% NP-40, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Cell lysates were resolved by sodium dodecyl sulfate–15% polyacrylamide gel electrophoreses and transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Amersham Hybond-P; GE Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom). The membranes were incubated with anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or anti-actin AC40 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 4°C overnight, followed by incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) for 1 h at room temperature, and proteins were visualized using the chemiluminescence method (ECL-Plus; GE Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom). The protein concentration was determined by the Bradford method (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Immunofluorescence microscopy. BHK-21 cells were plated in Lab-Tek chamber slides (Nunc, Denmark) coated with 0.3 mg/ml of cell matrix type I-P (Nitta Gelatin Co., Osaka, Japan), cultured overnight, and transfected with each expression plasmid for 1 h at room temperature, and proteins were visualized using the chemiluminescence method (ECL-Plus; GE Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom). The protein concentration was determined by the Bradford method (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Virus superinfection. BHK-21 cells transfected with the expression plasmid for DA Lwt or GDVII Lwt were infected with DA or GDVII virus, respectively, at the indicated time after transfection at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10 PFU/cell. The cells were fixed, and the distribution of L was analyzed with immunocytostaining using anti-FLAG antibody at 6 h after infection.

RESULTS

Expression of FLAG-tagged L proteins in BHK-21 cells. Lwt and various mutant L proteins, tagged with FLAG at the C terminus and expressed in BHK-21 cells, were detected using Fluor 594 mouse IgG (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA). Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA). Cells were observed by a fluorescence microscope (Axiovision; Carl Zeiss). Ten to 50 transfected cells in five fields were evaluated in each experiment, and three independent experiments were performed. Protein localization was determined by scoring the ratio of the number of cells with nuclear/cytoplasmic profiles to the total number of cells. Statistical significance was tested using t tests.

Virus superinfection. BHK-21 cells transfected with the expression plasmid for DA Lwt or GDVII Lwt were infected with DA or GDVII virus, respectively, at the indicated time after transfection at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10 PFU/cell. The cells were fixed, and the distribution of L was analyzed with immunocytostaining using anti-FLAG antibody at 6 h after infection.

FIG. 1. Amino acid sequences and the deletion mutants of the L proteins from DA and GDVII strains of TMEV. (A) Alignment of L sequences from DA and GDVII strains. The L sequences encoded by DA and GDVII strains are aligned. Asterisks indicate the amino acid residues that differ between the strains. TMEV L contains three domains: (i) an N-terminal atypical zinc finger domain (aa 3 to 14), (ii) an acidic domain (aa 30 to 46), and (iii) an S/T-rich domain (aa 51 to 63). (B) The deletion mutants of DA L and GDVII L. Lwt is from DA or GDVII. ΔZ, ΔA, ΔS/T, and ΔC lack the zinc finger domain, the acidic domain, the S/T-rich domain, and the C-terminal region, respectively. (C) Diagram of the chimera L. The chimera D/G consists of N-terminal DA L (aa 1 to 45) and C-terminal GDVII L (aa 46 to 76), and the chimera G/D consists of N-terminal GDVII L (aa 1 to 45) and C-terminal DA L (aa 46 to 76). (D) Diagram of Lwt and chimera L proteins subcloned into p3xFLAG-CMV10 that had been FLAG tagged at the amino terminus.
A showed a faster mobility than /H9004 40 kDa, and the intensity of signals was almost constant.

FIG. 2. Western blot analysis of L mutant and chimeric proteins. (A) Western blot analysis of DA and GDVII L mutant proteins. All of the constructs shown in Fig. 1B were subcloned into p3xFLAG-CMV14 to be expressed as FLAG-tagged fusion proteins in BHK-21 cells. The transfected cells were harvested at 20 h after transfection, and total cell lysates were prepared in the lysis buffer. The cell lysates (10 μg) were immunoblotted with anti-FLAG antibody. Lanes 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 represent Lwt, LΔZ, LΔA, LΔS/T, and LΔC, respectively, of the DA strain. Lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 represent Lwt, LΔZ, LΔA, LΔS/T, and LΔC, respectively, of the GDVII strain. Immunoblotting for actin using the same cell lysates also is shown as a loading control.

(B) Western blot analysis of DA and GDVII L chimeric proteins. The chimeric mutants shown in Fig. 1C and D were subcloned into p3xFLAG-CMV14 or p3xFLAG-CMVII, and protein expression was analyzed by Western blotting as described for panel A. Lanes 1 and 2 represent Lwt of DA, and lanes 3 and 4 represent Lwt of GDVII. Lanes 5 and 6 represent chimera D/G, and lanes 7 and 8 represent chimera G/D. Lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7 represent the proteins expressed as FLAG-tagged proteins at the C terminus, and lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8 represent the proteins expressed as FLAG-tagged proteins at the N terminus. Immunoblotting for actin using the same cell lysates also is shown as a loading control.

Anti-FLAG antibody by immunoblotting (Fig. 2A). The immunoblotting of chimeric D/G and G/D proteins with FLAG tagged at both the C and N termini is shown in Fig. 2B. Actin protein (a loading control) showed the predicted size at around 40 kDa, and the intensity of signals was almost constant.

Each mutated protein showed nearly the predicted size at around 15 kDa, although LΔA showed a faster mobility than that of the predicted size, and ΔS/T showed different mobility between the two strains (Fig. 2A). This difference may be linked to the aberrant migration of the products from the constructs containing the highly acidic domain. In addition, the intensity of the bands of those fusion proteins was not constant, probably because of the different efficiencies of the expression of each fusion protein.

Subcellular localization of Lwt and mutants of DA L. BHK-21 cells were transfected with the expression plasmid for Lwt and mutants of DA L, and subcellular localization was examined by indirect immunofluorescence assays. Although DA Lwt has no nuclear localization signal sequences, it was distributed not only in the cytoplasm but also in the nucleus (Fig. 3). The deletion mutant LΔS/T showed the same pattern of localization as that of Lwt in most of the cells (Fig. 3). In contrast, LΔZ, LΔA, and LΔC mutant proteins were distributed predominantly in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3). Figure 5 represents a quantitative analysis of the immunofluorescence data. Ninety percent of the cells expressing Lwt and 77% of the cells expressing LΔS/T showed nucleocytoplasmic localization. However, only 16, 35, and 4% of LΔZ, LΔA, and LΔC mutants showed nucleocytoplasmic localization, respectively (see Fig. 5). These findings suggest that the zinc finger domain, acidic domain, and C-terminal region are required for nuclear localization for DA L.

Subcellular localization of Lwt and mutants of GDVII L. We next examined the subcellular distribution of Lwt and mutants of GDVII L. In contrast to the nucleocytoplasmic distribution of DA Lwt, GDVII Lwt was localized predominantly in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4). LΔZ, LΔA, and LΔC mutants showed the same cytoplasmic distribution pattern as Lwt (Fig. 4). On the other hand, LΔS/T was distributed in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Fig. 4). Figure 5 represents a quantitative analysis of the immunofluorescence data. Seventy-nine percent of the cells expressing LΔS/T showed nucleocytoplasmic localization. In contrast, less than 5% of Lwt and LΔC showed nucleocytoplasmic localization. Only 21 and 39% of cells expressing LΔZ and LΔA, respectively, showed nucleocytoplasmic localization (Fig. 5). GDVII L was localized in the cytoplasm, and none of the deletion mutants changed its localization, except ΔS/T, which altered the localization to nuclear.

These finding suggested that the S/T-rich domain is necessary for the cytoplasmic accumulation of GDVII L. The zinc
binding domain and the acidic domain also may contribute to helping L remain in the cytoplasm, although the values showed no significant difference.

Subcellular localization of the chimeric L from DA and GDVII strains. To further analyze the differential distribution of DA and GDVII L, we generated chimeric constructions and examined their subcellular distribution. The chimeric D/G containing the S/T-rich domain of GDVII L was distributed exclusively throughout the cytoplasm in the same pattern as that of GDVII Lwt. The chimeric G/D containing the S/T-rich domain of DA L was distributed not only in the cytoplasm but also in the nucleus. The pattern was the same as that of DA Lwt (Fig. 6A). Quantitative analysis demonstrated that 96.9% of the cells expressing the chimeric G/D showed nucleocytoplasmic localization, compared to 9.9% of chimeric D/G (Fig. 6B). These findings suggest that the C-terminal one-third sequence of DA L (aa 46 to 76) is important for the nuclear accumulation of TMEV L. The region of aa 46 to 76 encodes the S/T-rich domain and the C-terminal region, as shown in Fig. 1A. The data regarding the distribution of DA L/H9004C and GDVII L/H9004C (Fig. 3, 4, and 5) suggest that the C-terminal region is required for the nuclear localization of L. The S/T-rich domain of GDVII is considered to be involved in a shift in

FIG. 4. Subcellular localization of GDVII L and its mutants in BHK-21 cells. BHK-21 cells were transfected with the expression plasmids for GDVII L and its mutants (Lwt, LΔZ, LΔA, LΔS/T, and LΔC). The cells were fixed at 20 h after transfection and stained with anti-FLAG antibody for L and its mutants (anti-FLAG). Antibody-antigen complexes were detected with Alexa Fluor 594 mouse IgG. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Hoechst). Cells were observed by a fluorescence microscope (Axiovision; Carl Zeiss). Merge represents merged images stained with anti-FLAG and Hoechst.

FIG. 5. Distribution of DA and GDVII L in BHK-21 cells. Histograms show the percentages of the transfected cells showing both nuclear and cytoplasmic FLAG staining. None of the cells showed solely nuclear staining. The subcellular localization of Lwt and its mutants (LΔZ, LΔA, LΔS/T, and LΔC) was examined by fluorescence microscopy in five fields containing 10 to 50 cells positive for FLAG. Open and closed columns represent the L proteins of DA and GDVII strains, respectively. Each value represents the means ± standard errors of the means from three independent experiments. *, significant between DA and GDVII or D/G tagged at the C terminus at P < 0.0001; †, significant between DA and GDVII or D/G tagged at the N terminus at P < 0.0001.

FIG. 6. Subcellular localization of chimeric L proteins of DA and GDVII strains. (A) Subcellular localization of chimera D/G and G/D. BHK-21 cells were transfected with the expression plasmids for FLAG-tagged chimera D/G or G/D at the C terminus. The cells were fixed 20 h after transfection and stained with anti-FLAG antibody for L and its mutants (anti-FLAG). Antibody-antigen complexes were detected with Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated anti-mouse IgG. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Hoechst). Cells were observed by a fluorescence microscope (Axiovision; Carl Zeiss). Merge represents merged images stained with anti-FLAG and Hoechst. (B) Distributions of the chimeras D/G and G/D. Histograms show the percentages of the transfected cells showing both nuclear and cytoplasmic FLAG staining. None of the cells showed solely nuclear staining. The localization was observed by fluorescence microscopy in five fields containing 10 to 50 cells positive for FLAG expression. Closed and open columns showed the results for the proteins FLAG tagged at the C and N termini, respectively. Each value represents the means ± standard errors of the means from three independent experiments. *, significant between DA and GDVII or D/G tagged at the C terminus at P < 0.0001; †, significant between DA and GDVII or D/G tagged at the N terminus at P < 0.0001.
the distribution to the cytoplasm, because ΔS/T was the only GDVII mutant to show a localization different from that of GDVII L (Fig. 4 and 5). Therefore, it is suggested that the S/T-rich domain of GDVII L is the key sequence to distribute L exclusively in the cytoplasm. Previously, we reported that the amino acid at position 57 of L, which belongs to the S/T-rich domain, regulated subgroup-specific virus growth on BHK-21 cells (26). We investigated the effect of residue 57 on L protein distribution by using the mutant DAL_pro, in which the residue 57 serine was mutated to proline (as in GDVII L), and GDVII_ser, in which the residue 57 proline was mutated to serine (as in DA L). Quantitative analysis demonstrated that 79.5% ± 7.2% of the cells expressing DAL_pro showed nucleocytoplasmic localization, while 17.0% ± 7.4% of the cells expressed GDVII_ser. DAL_pro was not significantly different from DA Lwt, although its level of expression was a little lower. GDVII_ser was not significantly different from GDVII Lwt either, although its level of expression was a little higher. These findings suggested that residue 57 was not the only residue to decide the distribution of L.

Localization of FLAG-tagged L at different positions. To determine whether the position of the FLAG tagging affected L localization, DA Lwt, GDVII Lwt, D/G, and G/D were subcloned into plasmid p3xFLAG-CMV10 to express N-terminally tagged proteins (Fig. 1D). The quantitative analysis of localization is shown in Fig. 6B. In any case, N-terminally tagged protein and C-terminally tagged protein did not show any difference in terms of L distribution.

Time course of subcellular localization of L after transfection. To investigate whether the subcellular distribution of L alters during the expression course after transfection, we fixed cells at 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 h after transfection with plasmids expressing FLAG-tagged DA Lwt and GDVII Lwt fused at both the N and C termini (Fig. 7). All of the proteins already were expressed at 8 h after transfection. Subcellular distributions of L were not altered significantly during the time course of expression. The constructs of DA Lwt that were FLAG tagged at the N and C termini showed the same nucleocytoplasmic localization throughout the time examined. GDVII L that had been FLAG tagged at the C terminus was localized in the cytoplasm, while GDVII L that had been FLAG tagged at the N terminus showed a relatively higher nucleocytoplasmic distribution ratio at 8 and 12 h and then showed the same cytoplasmic distribution at 16, 20, and 24 h as that of GDVII L tagged at the C terminus. Because L protein expression is toxic and induces apoptosis, we could not examine the distribution at longer than 24 h after transfection.

Virus superinfection. Because no antibodies recognizing neither DA L nor GDVII L were available for immunocyto-staining, we could not show the distributions of L derived from virus infection directly. We chose an alternative approach to study whether the localization of FLAG-tagged L is affected by virus superinfection. The cells expressing either DA L or GDVII L were infected with DA or GDVII virus, respectively, at an MOI of 10 PFU/cell at 4 and 7 h after transfection. We analyzed the distribution of FLAG-tagged L at 6 h after viral infection. At longer times of more than 6 h after infection, it was difficult to analyze the distribution because of the apoptotic condensation of nuclei and/or the cytopathic effect. The quantitative analysis of localization is shown in Fig. 8. Neither DA L nor GDVII L had any effect on cellular distribution by virus infection, suggesting that the distribution of L expressed by authentic TMEV infection is the same as that of FLAG-tagged L expressed by transfection in BHK-21 cells.

DISCUSSION

TMEV has been studied as an animal model for MS (5, 17, 20). Although various studies using recombinant viruses between GDVII and DA (or BeAn) strains demonstrated that capsid proteins, especially VP1 and VP2, are important for virus persistence and demyelination (14, 23), the precise localization of the region responsible for those biological activities remains to be clarified.

L and L* are nonstructural proteins, and those coding regions are located at the 5′ end of the polyprotein coding regions. L* is synthesized only in DA subgroup strains and is not incorporated into virions (18). Studies have demonstrated that L* is required for virus growth in macrophages in vitro (13, 27) and also is important for virus persistence and demyelination in vivo (7, 11). The importance of L* for virus persistence and
demyelination is studied using the DA strain with a mutation from AUG to ACG at the L* initiation codon. However, the finding still is controversial, since the mutation from AUG to ACG at the L* initiation codon in another molecular clone of the same virus strain has a weak influence on persistence (28, 29). L is a 76-aa-long protein (19) and also is reported to be crucial for neurovirulence (6) and in virion assembly (3). L contains a zinc binding motif (8) that inhibits gamma/beta interferon (IFN-α/β) production early after viral infection, leading to the persistence of DA subgroup strains (30). It also has been suggested that the trafficking of IFN regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3) from the cytoplasm to the nucleus is perturbed by L, leading to the inhibiting of IFN-α/β production (9). Therefore, these studies suggest that L works as a multifunctional regulator for TMEV biological activities. In this report, we examined the subcellular localization of L of both subgroup strains in BHK-21 cells using several L constructs.

Surprisingly, the distribution of DA L is totally different from that of GDVII L in BHK-21 cells. GDVII L was localized predominantly in the cytoplasm, while DA L showed nucleo-cytoplasmic distribution. A series of deletion mutant experiments further demonstrated that the zinc finger domain, acidic domain, and C-terminal region were necessary for the nuclear accumulation of DA L. We also found that the GDVII L mutant deleted of the S/T-rich domain showed nuclear accumulation. The S/T-rich domain of L may regulate the nuclear-targeting function of other regions. Our findings using the chimeric proteins further support this hypothesis. The chimeric protein containing the S/T-rich domain of GDVII L was distributed exclusively throughout the cytoplasm in the same fashion as GDVII Lwt. Accumulation within the nuclei of the chimeric protein containing the S/T-rich domain of DA L was observed to have the same localization pattern as wild-type DA L. Amino acid sequences of the zinc finger domain of L are completely identical between DA and GDVII strains, while the S/T-rich domains are less conserved and 5 out of 13 amino acid residues are different. Since the replacement of residue 57 showed no effects on the localization of L, the change of one amino acid is not enough to affect the subcellular localization of L. In addition, the S/T-rich domain of GDVII L contains a potential phosphorylation site. Recently, Hato et al. have shown that the phosphorylation at threonine 47 in L of mengovirus was necessary for viral virulence and the inhibition of IFN-α/β (12). The phosphorylation status of the S/T-rich domain could be influenced by the cellular or environmental conditions. The mechanism(s) for the different distributions of the two L proteins still remains to be clarified. One possibility is that the two L proteins are small enough to enter into the nucleus by diffusion, and only GDVII L can be exported from the nucleus by some mechanism(s) through the S/T-rich domain. In that case, each domain except the S/T-rich one may play a role in retaining a normal L structure.

Although essential infectious steps of picornaviruses have been believed to take place mainly in the cytoplasm, virus-specific proteins are reported to be detected in the nucleus (1, 2, 4). The infection by TMEV considerably disturbed the nucleocytoplasmic trafficking of cellular proteins. L can promote the redistribution of a nuclear protein to the cytoplasm. L also can promote the redistribution of a cytoplasmic protein to the nucleus, i.e., IRF-3 (9). As a result, L inhibits the production of IFN-α4 and IFN-β at the transcriptional level. This leads to the dysregulation of the whole defense system, fostering the persistence of TMEV.

Previously, it was shown that the L protein of a neurovirulent TMEV strain could functionally replace that of the DA strain in vitro and in vivo (21) using chimeric viruses. They used L929 cells for in vitro experiments. In fact, we found that GDVII L as well as DA L was localized not only in the nucleus but also in the cytoplasm in L929 cells (data not shown). It is possible that DA L and GDVII L play different roles in some types of cells, including BHK-21 cells. We also examined the distribution of L in RAW264.7 cells, a mouse macrophage cell line, and found the same L distribution as that of BHK-21 cells in both strains (data not shown). It is reported that macrophages are the principal cells for the viral persistence of the DA strain during central nervous system infection (15, 25). One speculation is that DA L localizes in both the cytoplasm and nucleus in macrophages and inhibits IFN transcription via IRF-3, leading to virus persistence, whereas GDVII L localizes exclusively in the cytoplasm and cannot persist in macrophages because of the production of IFN.

Since TMEV L is reported to be toxic to cells when expressed alone (9), we fixed cells at 20 h after the transfection of L. Therefore, this is the first report to investigate the behavior of L in cells using various L constructs, not viruses. DA L may affect cellular factors by translocating itself into the nucleus.

Here, we report different subcellular localizations of DA L and GDVII L in BHK-21 cells. The differences in the behaviors of DA L and GDVII L depend on the S/T-rich domain. The S/T-rich domain of TMEV may play an important role in regulating TMEV biological activities. It remains to be clarified which cellular molecules interact with L. This may lead to the elucidation of the mechanism(s) of TMEV persistence and TMEV-induced demyelinating disease.
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